FRAMEWORK FOR DIAGNOSIS AND INTERVENTIONS
COUNTRY

REFORM ARENA
Institutions

Stakeholders

Mozambique Main regulator
and several
institutions /
possible
fragmentation;
challenges with
coordination;
competition

Multiplicity of
private
stakeholders
with different
and possibly
competing
interests

Swaziland

Swaziland has a
centralized
system for seed
regulation so
decision making
can be
streamlined and
fast

Tanzania

Centralized
regulatory
institutional

While there is
Government
buy in,
Farmers’
associations
may have
concerns with
a strong
private sector
seed industry
in the country.
competing
interests,
Strong
presence of
private

REFORM PROCESS TOOLS

Economic
Interests
Alignment
expected to
open up the
seed market
for private
producers;
reduce the
costs of seed
for farmers

Political
Interests
High political
interest as
evidenced by
progress
made /
challenges
may be faced
in formalizing
a currently
informal
sector.
Access to
High political
affordable
interest in the
seed in a
executive but
predominantly not sure how
agricultural
reforms will
economy
be received
by Parliament

Policy
Dialogue
Stakeholder
engagements
to interest
non state
actors to
participate

Advocacy

IEC

Develop
advocacy
strategies
around
regulatory
institutional
reforms

Farmers
sensitized
on the
benefits of a
formal seed
sector so
they can in
turn
influence
govt. policy

Prepare
briefing
papers for
parliament in
preparation
for debates
on the
legislative
reforms

Advocacy
activities
targeted at
legislators

Educate
farmers and
related
stakeholders
on the
benefits of
the
alignment
process
through use
of the media

Concerns
about the
viability of a

Keep
government
motivated by

Advocacy
activities
targeted at

IEC
campaigns
for farmers

Political
interest is
high but may

Other

1

framework with
allocation of
roles and
competences to
different
departments

business
stakeholders
may have
“turfs” and
“interests” to
protect.

seed market
in a country
with farmers
used to
utilizing low
quality seed
from the
previous crop

be dampened
by pressure
from interest
groups
opposed to
the process

keeping key
legislators
officers up t
date on
international
developments

and related
stakeholders

2

